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• Brand communities: Harley Davidson, Nike – people who belong because of their consumption 
of the brand – strong identity attached to each brand – meet up in real life  

o Feel the sense of community, duty to the other members of the community, can shape 
the nature of the brand  

 
Brands and the need to be unique 

• People also have a need to be unique – we want to stand out and be individualistic  
• This is stronger in some cultures than others – many cultures value the independent self much 

more (Eastern Asian countries)  
• Being too similar to others can elicit negative affect  
• We use brands to differentiate ourselves from other people 

o People with a higher need for uniqueness prefer products that are more distinct  
 
Satisfying the need to belong AND be unique 

• We can use different choice dimensions to satisfy both needs  
• Participants assimilated to their in-group on one dimension, but differentiated from their in-

group on another dimension 
o Eg. If in-group members typically drive BMW sports cars, then choose a BMW SUV or a 

Lexus sports car (satisfy need to belong and need to be unique)  
 
Brands and the need for effectance 

• People have a need to successfully interact with the environment – feel like we need to have 
some sort of effect on the environment to produce desired outcomes  

• Exerting control over objects and possessions can satisfy this need  
• The IKEA effect (Norton et al., 2012)  

o Instant cake-mixes – make life easier!  
o When they first launched it, not popular at all – now you have to crack an egg, more 

effectance = more popular  
o We overvalue self-made products 
o Illustrates the importance of consumer involvement (co-creation)  
o Does the need for Effectance change how you value products  
o We all know that IKEA means you will construct something – most of us have done this 

at some point in time, and we really don’t want to get rid of the things that we 
constructed  

o Studied people in different experiments assemble something, and then gave them the 
opportunity to bid on the boxes (half made, and half didn’t) – the people who made the 
boxes would pay more for them – yet it should be less expensive because of 
production costs  

o Co-creation: people who are avid users of something like to have their say in how 
something is made  

 
 
Summary 

• Brands are part of everyday life in consumer societies and influence our economic decisions 
• Brand labels allow us to categorise products and make inferences about them 
• Logos, colours, and names can be used to enhance the public visibility of a brand 
• Because they have symbolic meanings, brands can influence (and be influenced by) our self-

concept 
• We use brands to satisfy the needs for belonging, uniqueness and effectance  
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Lecture 9: Consumption and happiness         
Reading: Van Bowen and Gilovich  
 
Learning outcomes 

• Describe findings from research on materialism and well-being 
• Discuss whether material purchases or experiential purchases make us happier and why (ie 

possible mechanisms) 
• Consider whether it is possible to classify all purchases as either experiential or material 
• Discuss possible future directions for research on communication and happiness  

 
Materialism 

• The importance a consumer attaches to worldly possessions (Belk, 1984) 
• Tested on the material values scale (Richards and Dawson, 1992), which contains items like 

“my life would be better if I owned certain things I didn’t have 
• Higher levels of materialism are associated with: 

o Higher levels of compulsive buying 
o Lower levels psychological adjustment and social functioning (people high on 

materialism are higher on anxiety and depression; lower levels of happiness in their 
relationships)  

o Higher levels of unhappiness  
! Could be both – you are unhappy so you become materialistic; you are 

materialistic so you become unhappy   
! Or a third variable: eg things that have happened in the past – people who were 

more socially disadvantaged in childhood are more likely to become 
materialistic  

 
Van Boven & Gilovich (2003)  

• To do or to have? Do experiences or possessions make us happier?  
• Experiential purchases: those made with the intention of acquiring a life experience  

o Eg. Travel, going to a concert, skiing 
• Material purchases: those made with the intention of acquiring a material good 

o Eg. Watch, clothes, computer  
• Study 1: 

o Uni students described and evaluated the most recent purchase they had made for 
more than $100 with the primary intention of advancing their happiness and enjoyment 
in life 

o Defined their purchase as experiential or material purchase (pps categorised for 
themselves)  

o Example: clothing, TVs (most considered to be material); travel, concert tickets (most 
considered these experiential)  

o Participants reported that experiential purchases made them happier than material 
purchases  

• Study 2: 
o Community sample (national phone survey)  
o Pps asked to think about an experiential or material purchase they had made during 

their lifetime, and report which purchase makes them happier – could choose unsure 
o Found that 57% said the experiential purchase made them happier than the material 

purchase (34% material, rest undecided)  
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o The effect held across different demographic groups, but weaker among lower income 
groups (this question is only important if you have extra income)  

• Concluded that happiness from consumption depends on what people buy and consume 
• Consumers should invest in more consumption experiences as opposed to material 

possessions 
• Government should take experiences seriously – if governments want happy citizens, they 

should make experiences (eg art museums)  
 
So, why do experiential purchases make us happier? They are: 

• More effective at promoting social relations and connections 
o Having meaningful social relationships is important to human happiness – they’re good 

at building social capital 
o Experiences tend to me more inherently social – eg. travelling compared to a hair 

straightener  
o People are more likely to talk about experiences rather than purchases  
o Tend to promote more storytelling and conversation – we get more pleasure about 

these experiences than talking about things – and people perceive us as better when 
we are talking about experiences rather than items  

• More l ikely to be incorporated into the self-concept 
o Asked people to list 5 experiential purchases and 5 material purchases they’d made  
o Then had to write a narrative about their life stories – including one of the purchases in 

their 
o People more likely to incorporate an experiential purchase (twice as often) as material 

purchases 
o More central role to play in peoples’ sense of who they are 

• Less l ikely to tr igger social comparisons 
o Particularly negative social comparisons (upward)  
o People are more likely to compare material possessions eg. Comparing car to other 

peoples’ cars // Fiji vs. NZ holiday  
o More difficult to compare experiences  

• Less l ikely to be appraised in monetary terms  
o Experiential purchases are not fixated on the cost – we’re really concerned about what 

else we could have got for that when we’re buying possessions  
 
To have in order to do? 

• But how can we classify things as material or experiential? Maybe it’s a false dichotomy – what 
if we’re purchasing something in order to get an experience from them 

o Eg. Phone, guitar, book – you can acquire and possess, but you buy because you want 
the experience rather than the physical product 

• There are experiential products: products that can afford a life experience 
o Produces the same positive effects as experiences  

• It’s not necessarily the nature of the purchase itself, but the extent to which the thing is 
experiential  

 
Some unanswered questions: 

• Different aspects of happiness:  
o Happiness from pleasure (hedonia) vs from meaning (eudaimonia) – hedonia is moment 

to moment, and eudaimonia is from feeling like you’re living your life well  
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o Momentary happiness vs. afterglow eg. Screaming at a concert vs. thinking about the 
concert in the past  

o We don’t know how participants define happiness  
• Effects of: 

o Reduced consumption (eg smaller purchases) – eg what happens to happiness when 
you make smaller purchases? You could get contrast effects and get pleasure eg. Not 
having a certain food forever and then it tastes amazing  

o Under-consumption (eg. thrift)  
! Efficient use of resources  
! Exercise restraint with spending, try to be efficient  
! Eg. Warren buffet lives in the same house he bought 30 years ago  

 
Summary 

• Greater materialism is associated with lower levels of well-being 
• We derive more happiness from experiences than from material possessions. This may be 

because compared to material possessions, experiences are: 
o More likely to foster good social connections and be tied to the self 
o Less likely to be evaluated using social comparisons and thought about in monetary 

terms 
• Experiential products i.e. material possessions that afford life experiences – provide similar 

levels of happiness as experiential purchases 
• The link between consumption and happiness can be better understood by considering and 

measuring different types of happiness, and the effects of reduced consumption and under 
consumption  

 
Lecture 10: Decision making          
      
We tend to base our decisions on a limited amount of information because we live in a world of over-
information  
 
Learning outcomes: 

• Discuss individual difference in decision making tendencies 
• Describe some common biases with regard to consumer decision making 
• Describe a tool to overcome these biases – WRAP process (heath and heath, 2013) and apply 

this tool to everyday consumer decisions  
 
Maximising vs. satisfying: 

• Maximising: make the best decision possible – pursuing the best option  
• Satisficing: pursuing the good enough option – consider as many as necessary 

o Quicker decision making process  
• Schwartz scale 

o Eg. When I watch TV, I channel surf, often scanning through the available options even 
while attempting to watch one program – a maximiser  

 
Which makes you happier? 

• Schwartz et al (2002, 2) asked participants to recall a recent purchase 
• Maximisers (compared to satisficers) were more likely to report: 

o Taking longer to decide 
o Engaging in more social comparison, product comparison and counterfactual thinking 
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! Counterfactual thinking: creating alternatives to past events eg. Sliding doors! 
What if I missed the train instead of catching it? Thinking about roads not taken! 
Often leads to regret!  

o Greater regret  
o Less happiness  

• So maximisers tend to be less happy  
 
Who makes better decisions? 

• We don’t know about whether the quality of the decisions are worse or better 
• Iyengar et al (2006) followed graduating students who were on the job market 
• Maximising tendencies were associated with:  

o Greater option fixation 
o Greater reliance on information gathering from external sources – eg family, compare 

to other people on the market  
o Improved job market performance – increased number of interviews  
o Higher starting salary – 20% higher  
o Greater negative affect with the job-search process – overwhelmed, anxious, 

pessimistic – and with the job they were about to start 
• Ultimately were worse off even though they started really well?!  
• Also raises your expectations – Barry Schwartz 

o Compare what you get to what you expect – you expect to find perfect things so 
anything less than perfect  

o When everything was worse, it was possible for people to have experiences that were 
pleasantly surprised  

• In pursuit of many options, maximisers are willing to sacrifice resources but end up feeling 
worse about it  

 
WRAP process (Heath and Heath, 2013) 

• Widen your options 
• Reality-test your assumptions 
• Attain distance before deciding 
• Prepare to be wrong  

 
Widen your options 

• Narrow framing – we fall prey to the spotlight effect – we only take in information that is 
easily accessible – everything around is in the darkness and doesn’t get a chance – the 
spotlight narrows the focus and we make decisions on part of the picture  

o The spotlight makes your frame too narrow – we only see the decisions as a binary  
o We need to overcome narrow framing  

• Shift the light and move it from side to side so you have a bigger picture  
• We tend to consider a single option ie (whether or not) decisions 

o Eg. Should I buy the Audi or not? 
• Instead, we should considering multiple options by asking the right kinds of questions 

o Eg. What’s the best way I could spend some money to solve my transport problem?  
• We can generate other options by considering: 

o Opportunity cost (eg buy the Audi/not buy the Audi and keep the money for other 
purchases): what else can you do with the money? 

! Framing the question is important  

This model is about heuristics and formulates 
ways to overcome these heuristics – think 

about overcoming your biases 
But hasn’t been RCTed 


